A major challenge in systems neuroscience is to unravel the complex matrix of connections that characterize functional circuits within the central nervous system. Retrograde transneuronal transport of rabies virus has proven to be especially useful for this purpose. Here we provide specific examples in which transneuronal transport of rabies virus has been used to unravel multisynaptic pathways within motor, cognitive and autonomic circuits. Tracing with rabies virus defined: 1) the closed-loop organization of cerebellar and basal ganglia circuits with the cerebral cortex; 2) the presence of bidirectional communication between the cerebellum and basal ganglia; 3) the specific cortical areas that have mono-and/or disynaptic connections to spinal motoneurons in non-human primates; and 4) the areas in the cerebral cortex with the most direct influence on the sympathetic innervation of the kidney. These examples demonstrate the power of transneuronal tracing with rabies virus to identify the macroarchitecture of complex neural circuits.
Introduction
One of the major challenges in systems neuroscience is to unravel the complex matrix of connections that characterize functional circuits within the central nervous system. A variety of new techniques have emerged to attack this problem (e.g., functional connectivity with MRI [fcMRI] and diffusion tensor imaging [DTI] ). Here we focus on the use of neurotropic viruses as neuroanatomical tracers because of their unique ability to reveal multiple links in a chain of synaptically-connected neurons. Why is this important? A conventional anterograde tracer indicates the site of termination of axons from the injection site, but cannot identify the specific neurons that are the target of these axons. A conventional retrograde tracer can only define the direct inputs to an injection site. FcMRI infers connectivity of brain regions based on correlated fluctuations in blood flow. However, these correlations don't reveal the underlying basis for these correlations such as the direction, nature or source of the interconnections. In fact, two regions may display correlated fluctuations in blood flow and appear to be "functionally connected" even if no direct or indirect anatomical connections have been shown to exist between them [1] . Thus, there may be substantial disparities between the anatomical connections of a site and its "functional connectivity" with other sites. In contrast, transneuronal transport of selected neurotropic viruses occurs only at sites where neurons are synaptically interconnected. In this brief commentary, we will provide specific examples of the use of rabies virus to decipher the actual network macroarchitecture within motor, cognitive and autonomic circuits. We will focus on recent studies that used transneuronal transport to define circuits of three or more synaptically-linked neurons. The emerging uses of genetically modified viruses to examine local circuits or modify gene expression [e.g. 18, 22] will be addressed elsewhere in this issue.
The use of rabies virus as a tracer
Why use rabies when there are other viruses available as transneuronal tracers such as strains of herpes suis (pseudorabies virus [PRV] ) and herpes simplex virus type 1 (HSV1)? PRV has been especially useful for tracing in rodents and ferrets. There are a large number of genetically engineered strains of PRV available which allows targeted analysis of selected neuronal populations [5, 8] . Unfortunately, PRV does not infect primate neurons and thus, it cannot be used to trace connections in monkeys. Similarly, specific strains of HSV1 are effective in rodents and New World primates, but the same strains cannot be used as tracers in Old World primates [26, Dum and Strick, unpublished observations] . In addition, the strains of HSV1 that are transported transneuronally in the central nervous system of New World primates do not undergo transneuronal transport when injected at peripheral sites in these animals [31, and unpublished observations] .
Rabies virus overcomes many of major shortcomings of other viruses for studies of circuitry in non-human primates. The virus infects a wide range of mammals including Old and New World monkeys [13, 19, 30] . It is transported transneuronally not only after injections into the central nervous system, but also after injections into peripheral sites such as single muscles [25] and viscera [16] .
Rabies virus is transported exclusively in the retrograde direction. Transneuronal transport occurs in a time dependent manner from first-order to second-order neurons and then through subsequent stages of synaptically-connected neurons (i.e., from second-to thirdorder, from third-to fourth-order, … )( Fig. 1) [e.g. 11, 14, 15, 16, 24, 25, 29, 30] . At the survival times used for tracing experiments, rabies infection is restricted to neurons, and infected neurons show no evidence of cell lysis. Rabies virus can be co-injected with weak concentrations of the beta subunit of cholera toxin (CTb), a conventional retrograde tracer [23, 28] . This allows improved delineation of the rabies injection sites without compromising the transneuronal transport of rabies. In addition, retrograde transport of the CTb labels many first-order neurons that innervate the injection site.
Rabies virus grows and replicates in all types of neurons including those that are known to use the major excitatory (glutamate, acetylcholine) and inhibitory neurotransmitters (GABA, glycine) as well as neurotransmitters in specialized systems [2, 6] . Transneuronal transport occurs across all types of synapses. There is no evidence that either virus transport or replication are activity dependent. Once first-order neurons become infected, the limiting factors for transneuronal transport are the rates of viral replication and transsynaptic exchange. These rates appear to be the same in all types of neurons. Thus, all second-order neurons are labeled at comparable times and the same is true for the labeling of all thirdorder and high-order neurons. We have injected rabies virus into various regions of cerebral cortex, cerebellar cortex, the internal and external segments of the globus pallidus (GPi and GPe), dorsal striatum, amygdala, eye muscles, limb muscles and visceral organs [4, 11, 14, 15, 16, 24, 25] . The N2c strain of rabies is transported transneuronally in the retrograde direction from all of these injection sites. By carefully adjusting the survival time, it is possible to study circuits composed of from 2 to 5 or more synaptically-connected neurons (Fig. 1) . Because rabies virus replicates in infected neurons, there is an on-line amplification of the tracer signal. As a consequence, the quality of labeling in infected neurons at long survival times is comparable to that seen at shorter survival times. Animals display few if any symptoms of rabies infection during the survival times used for tracing experiments.
There are a number of methodological issues that must be considered when designing studies that use rabies as a transneuronal tracer [13] . For example, the various strains of rabies virus are transported and replicate at different rates. Consequently, each strain must be tested to verify its transport properties in a system with known synaptic linkages. However, if the amount and titer of virus injected is kept constant, a particular strain behaves in a consistent fashion. The timing of transneuronal transport in the central nervous system of rats provides a good indication of the timing in non-human primates [16] . Thus, there is little evidence for species differences in rabies transport, at least for the N2c strain of rabies.
Circuit Macroarchitecture
Our initial use of rabies virus focused on examining the topography of cerebro-cerebellar circuits [14] (Fig. 1A) . Prior neuroanatomical approaches for examining these circuits had been hindered by a number of technical limitations. Chief among these was the multisynaptic nature of these pathways and the general inability of conventional tracers to label more than the direct inputs and outputs of an area. Cerebro-cerebellar connections represented an ideal circuit to test the transneuronal tracing capabilities of rabies virus in circuits consisting of 3 or more neurons in length. This is because the synaptic linkages at each stage in this circuit are well characterized both physiologically and anatomically.
After injections of rabies virus into either the primary motor cortex (M1) or a region of prefrontal cortex, we saw an orderly progression of infection in the central nervous system [14] . First-order neurons appeared in regions of the ventrolateral thalamus (Thal), secondorder neurons appeared in one of the deep cerebellar nuclei (CbN) and third-order neurons appeared as Purkinje cells in regions of cerebellar cortex (PC) (Fig. 1A) . In the same animals, we also examined basal ganglia circuits with the cerebral cortex [15] . Here again, we also saw an orderly progression of infection to neurons in basal ganglia nuclei that are synaptically connected to the injection site. First-order neurons appeared in regions of the ventrolateral thalamus (Thal), second-order neurons appeared in GPi and third-order neurons appeared in the striatum (Str), as well as the subthalamic nucleus (STN) and GPe (Fig. 1B) . The time course of viral labeling through basal ganglia circuits matched that of cerebellar circuits. This observation is noteworthy because it provides evidence that the time course of transneuronal transport is largely independent of differences in cell types, transmitters and synaptic organization.
The use of rabies to explore the macroarchitecture of cerebro-cerebellar networks resulted in two new observations [14] . First, the areas of cerebellar cortex that influence M1 are separate from the areas of cerebellar cortex that influence prefrontal cortex. Second, the areas of the cerebellar cortex that receive input from M1 are the same as those that influence M1. Similarly, the areas of the cerebellar cortex that receive input from prefrontal cortex are the same as those that influence prefrontal cortex. This means that the macroarchitecture of cerebro-cerebellar networks can be characterized as multiple "closed-loop networks" [14] . To this point, we have identified two such networks-one involved in motor control and another involved in cognitive control [14, 27 ; see also 9, 17, 23].
These results highlight the unique capacity of transneuronal tracing with rabies virus to unravel the macroarchitecture of multi-synaptic circuits. Below we will highlight three additional examples where this approach has been used. We will focus on instances in which rabies transport has defined networks of three or more synaptically-connected neurons. Other examples of this approach can be found in Moschovakis et al. [20] , Miyachi et al. [19] and Iwata et al. [12] .
Example 1:
In the course of using virus tracing to explore basal ganglia circuits with the cerebral cortex, we placed injections of the N2c strain of rabies into GPe [11] . Retrograde transport of the virus labeled first-order neurons in regions of the dorsal striatum (Str), and then retrograde transneuronal transport of the virus labeled second-order neurons in regions of the thalamus (Thal) and third-order neurons at sites within the cerebellar nuclei (CbN) (Fig. 1C) . Most of the third-order neurons were found in the dentate nucleus. Shifts in the virus injection site within GPe resulted in shifts in the location of labeled neurons in the dentate. These results demonstrated that the neural substrate exists for the output stage of cerebellar processing, the cerebellar nuclei to influence the input stage of basal ganglia processing, the striatum. Ultimately this circuit gains access to the so-called "Indirect Pathway" through GPe. In subsequent experiments we examined whether a reciprocal pathway exists between the basal ganglia and cerebellum [4] . Retrograde transport of the N2c strain from different regions of the cerebellar cortex labeled first-order neurons in the pons, and then retrograde transneuronal transport labeled second-order neurons in the STN of the basal ganglia. Thus, the neural substrate exists for the major excitatory nucleus within the basal ganglia, the STN to influence the input stage of cerebellar processing, the cerebellar cortex. Taken together these results indicate that substantial two-way communication exists between the basal ganglia and cerebellum. Furthermore, this communication uses pathways that are independent of the major circuits these subcortical nuclei have with the cerebral cortex. Thus, the basal ganglia and cerebellum appear to be linked together at a subcortical level to form an integrated functional network.
Example 2: Multi-synaptic tracing with rabies virus has revealed new features about the cortical control of single muscles [24, 25] . We used retrograde transneuronal transport of rabies virus in macaques to identify the location of cortico-motoneuronal (CM) cells that make monosynaptic connections with the motoneurons of muscles that control movements of the hand, elbow and shoulder. Retrograde transport of virus from single muscles labeled first-order motoneurons (MN) in the spinal cord, and then retrograde transneuronal transport labeled second-order, CM cells in Layer V of the primary motor cortex (M1) (Fig. 1D) . We found that CM cells were largely restricted to the caudal portion of M1, which is buried in the central sulcus. We have termed this region "New M1." Next, in another set of animals we extended the survival time to identify the location of cortical neurons in M1 with disynaptic connections with motoneurons. Transport of virus from single muscles labeled first-order motoneurons (MN) in the spinal cord, second-order, CM cells in Layer V of New M1 and third-order neurons in layers above and below Layer V. The labeling was especially dense in Layer III (Fig. 1D) . In addition, a more rostral region of M1, which we have termed "Old M1," contained labeled neurons only in Layer V at the longer survival time. These results are consistent with Old M1 lacking substantial monosynaptic input to motoneurons, but instead having monosynaptic connections with spinal interneurons that project to motoneurons. In other words, the output cells in Layer V of Old M1 influence motoneurons indirectly through a disynaptic pathway [25] .
Example 3: Multi-synaptic tracing with rabies virus has revealed new features about the cortical control of the autonomic nervous system [16] . We used retrograde transneuronal transport of rabies virus from the rat kidney to identify the areas of the cerebral cortex that are potential sources of central commands for the neural regulation of this organ. By careful adjustment of the survival time (78-134 h), multiple stages of replication and transneuronal transport of virus enabled the sequential infection of first-order through fifth-order neurons (Fig. 1E) . Infected neurons were first seen in the cerebral cortex at the same time as fourthorder neurons were found at other central sites. The first cortical neurons to be infected were located in Layer V. Two cortical areas in the contralateral hemisphere contained the vast majority (83%) of the infected neurons at this stage, M1 (68%) and a region of premotor cortex, the rostromedial motor area (M2, 15%). By extending the survival time 8-12 h, a subsequent stage of transneuronal transport permitted the infection of fifth-order neurons in other cortical layers (e.g., Layer III) of M1 and M2, and in Layer V of other cortical areas. Thus, we found that multiple motor and nonmotor areas of the cerebral cortex are sources of descending commands to influence kidney function. However, at all survival times, the major cortical origins of these commands are M1 and M2.
Technical Advances
The ability to trace multi-synaptic connections in non-human primates would be enhanced by the development of a virus strain that undergoes anterograde transneuronal transport. The H129 strain of Herpes Simplex Virus, Type 1 (HSV1) is transported transneuronally in the anterograde direction, but only in rodents and New World primates [7, 10, 31] . In addition, the number of synaptic linkages that can be revealed using this virus is somewhat limited due to the cell lysis and the accompanying adverse neurological symptoms caused by infection with this strain of HSV1. A recent report suggests that vesicular stomatitis virus can be genetically engineered to transport in the retrograde or anterograde direction depending on the nature of the inserted glycoprotein [3] . Both versions of this virus are efficiently transported in mice. Whether this virus will be suitable as a transneuronal tracer in non-human primates is as yet unclear.
Additional technological developments may further enhance the ability of rabies virus to trace macrocircuits within the nervous system of non-human primates. For example, new strains of rabies virus have been genetically engineered that express different reporter proteins [21] . As a consequence, it will be possible to perform "double labeling" experiments with different strains of rabies virus. Although the use of multiple strains of virus to examine more than one pathway simultaneously in the same animal is an important advance, several caveats should be highlighted. The insertion of new genetic material may alter the transport and replication properties of a virus. Consequently, each recombinant virus must be considered a new strain that requires validation of its transport properties. Even more essential is verification that the two strains are able to co-infect neurons with equal efficiency and transport at similar rates. Alterations in titer or the temporal sequence of viral injections may be necessary to counter slight variations in the ability of various strains to co-infect single neurons. With the use of recombinant viruses and the extension of survival times, the opportunity exists to reveal circuits of ever increasing length and complexity. 
Highlights
Retrograde transneuronal transport of rabies virus can trace circuits of three or more neurons.
Rabies travels through multi-synaptic pathways within motor, cognitive and autonomic circuits.
Tracing with rabies has revealed that the cerebellum and basal ganglia are interconnected. A-Transport from cerebral cortex to third-order Purkinje cells in cerebellar cortex [14] ; BTransport from cerebral cortex to third-order neurons in the striatum [15] ; C-Transport from the external segment of the globus pallidus to third-order neurons in cerebellar nuclei [11] ; D-Transport from single muscles to third-order neurons in Layer III of the cerebral cortex [24, 25] ; E-Transport from the kidney to fifth-order neurons in Layer III of the cerebral cortex [16] . Abbreviations: CbN-cerebellar nuclei; Ctx-cerebral cortex; GPe-external segment of the globus pallidus; GPi-internal segment of the globus pallidus; III-Layer III of the cerebral cortex; IN/BS-spinal interneurons and brainstem neurons; MN-spinal
